TSC-50 TURNS SAGE 50 IN TO A FULLY FUNCTIONAL
WAREHOUSE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM!!
If your business has stock and you have been struggling to find a cost effective solution to
adding barcode technology to Sage 50, Sage One or Sage Live, then TSC-50 is the
answer to your problems.
Using our vast knowledge of barcoding and experience of the shortfalls of stock management
in Sage 50, TSC-50 has been developed as a "bolt on" addition to Sage 50 to give SME’s the
functionality that exists in Sage 200 without the cost involved in upgrading.
Utilising state-of-the-art rugged hand held terminals and barcode label printing TSC-50 gives
you control of your stock where it matters - in the warehouse.

Who can use TSC-50?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Factory stock rooms
Small stores
Warehouses
Manufacturing companies
Single shops
Retail outlets

You can streamline any operation! TSC-50
makes inventory management easy.

No corruption of
Sage 50 data Guaranteed!!
100% accurate
stock Sage 50
records
Store and view
stock in multiple
locations
Goods in / Goods
out management
Serial number
tracking
Batch number
tracking
Label printing
Bill Of Materials
and Transfers
EPOS
Ability to have
negative stock
enabled within
Sage

Stock taking is quick and
easy in TSC-50 with the
hand held terminal and all
stock collation is done
automatically for you.
Goods in receipts are
validated against purchase
orders to ensure the correct
items are received and
stock is updated correctly.

Get up and running
from day one
TSC Barcode Solutions Ltd
PO Box 178, Ludlow,
SY8 9DN
www.tscbs.co.uk
0845 649 2950
info@tscbs.co.uk

Feature
Quick Setup

Benefit
Get up and running with TSC-50 on day one.

Sage50 Integration

TSC-50’s unique Sage integration method allows
you to add barcode stock management without
changing your existing Sage50 processes.

Intuitive Interface

TSC-50 has a similar interface to Sage50 which
helps reduce training time.

Barcode Driven

Fast and Accurate data input via the rugged
mobile device.

100% Guarantee against
Sage data corruption

TSC-50’s unique integration engine eliminates
the possibility for a 3rd party application to cause
any Sage data corruption.

Batch Control

Track batch numbers from receipt to despatch.

FIFO

View and manage date controlled products.

Serial Number Tracking

Track serial numbers from receipt to despatch
and see histories.

Real Time

Stock figures updated in real time allowing users
to see exactly what is picked, received and
available.

Order Notifications

Live order notifications for completed receipts
and despatches.

Multiple Locations

Store and view stock in multiple locations.
Includes multisite options for large warehouse
operations.

Consolidated Location
Picking

Reduce picking time by collecting all items
required from locations at the same time.

Bill Of Materials (BOM)
Picklist

Automatic component picklists created for
orders that require stock to be made via Sage
BOM.

Bill Of Materials (BOM)
tracking

Track batch and serial controlled items into their
finished products.

Electronic Picklists

Reduce paperwork and improve efficiency by
having live order information available on the
rugged mobile device.

Label Printing

Print barcode labels for stock including barcoded
batch / serial numbers, expiry dates and
locations.
TSC-50 works quickly even on the largest Sage50
datasets.

Fast

What our customers
say:
“The product has
enabled us to better
control the stock
movements both in and
out of our warehouse.
The
installation was handle
efficiently, confidently
explaining each step
required to get
everything up and
running. Any issues
or problems we
encountered were
quickly sorted out.
There was always
someone on hand
throughout the set up
period making sure
everything was running
smoothly. The program
provided is very flexible
and has been tailored to
our necessary
requirements.”
IT Manager, Towelrads
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